Case Study

Niagara Catholic
District School Board
The Niagara Catholic District School Board is an educational
institution in the Niagara Region. Funded by the Government
of Ontario, currently employs over 2000 staff members and
provides elementary, secondary, and adult education to over
28,000 students.

Hector Jarquin

Role
In my role as the product lead, I did oversee the end-to-end product design cycle. The
large scope and limited team, allowed me to be hands-on at every step of the cycle.
Each sprint was planned to be longer than the average, as each team member needed
to participate at each step. As the team was given priority to work on this project, briefly
attending to other responsibilities, we met a three-month projection to completion.

Overview
The objective was to bring the web presence to user-friendly and easy-to-use websites,
built on a modern stack. We reached the goal with a user-centered approach design,
the use of a Content Management System, training staff for publishing, REST API for
content distribution, mobile-first interfaces, a front-end framework, branding, and
accessibility.

Challenge
With vast amounts of content originating from different committees, departments,
programs, and schools, the content was managed, published, and presented with
limitations.
• Content management: relied on a single user tasked with content publishing on a 		
limited publishing interface
• Content publication: the interface was built to display only on desktop monitors, 		
which did not support the proper display on smaller screens and mobile devices and
did not meet accessibility
• Content presentation: multiple audiences (staff, students, and parents) were 		
accessing the website and it was a cumbersome process to identify, navigate, access,
and interact with content
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Solution
Research: we identified stakeholders (staff, students, and parents) for the process
of content publishing. Interviews: we asked stakeholders to participate in discovery
sessions to assess their needs. Wireframing and UI Design: after creating lo-fi and
hi-fi wireframes, we designed three different UIs options for the user-facing interface.
Prototyping: a decision was reached and we developed a working prototype to test
the user’s satisfaction. Content Management user administration for staff and user
interface for students and parents. Development: after detailed review and changes, we
developed according to the following points:
• CMS: WordPress was used as the Content Management System for authoring and 		
publishing
• Training: sessions were delivered to familiarize stakeholders with WordPress
• Documentation: we distributed instructions and documentation to stakeholders to
further aid their journey to publish on the web
• API: to facilitate content distribution to the different endpoints, we leverage 			
WordPress’ REST API to create stand-alone sites for easy access, navigation, and 		
presentation
• Mobile: we built mobile-first layouts for every site to display content across different
screen sizes and bandwidth limitations
• Framework: we use Bootstrap to focus development on a single front-end framework
and expedite the development process and develop every subsequent site if and 		
when needed
• Branding: each stand-alone site that retrieved content using the REST API displayed
a unique design to properly represent their respective department, committee, and
school program
• Accessibility: all sites were developed WCAG, AODA and WAI-ARIA compliant
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User Interface Designs
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